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1. Introduction

In an era of increasingly complex technology, some of the atmosphericquantities most diffiiult to measure
and observe are yielding their secrets to increasingly complex instruments and combinations of
instruments. For example, water vapor profiles, a long-time nemesis to detailed examination, have
become measurable with the use of Raman Iidar; temperature profile measurements are becoming
relatively routine with radio acoustic sounding systems (RASSS) or infrared Fourier. transform
instrumentation such as the atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer (AERI); and radar, Iidar, or
combinations of the two are enabling wind profile measurements to increasing altitudes. What, then, is
the role of the relatively pedestrian sodar in such an era? Because the sodar’s propagation speed in the
atmosphere is six orders of magnitude smaller than that of its electromagnetic counterparts (3 x 102 vs.
3 x 108 rrrk), severely limiting its rate of interrogation, and because the sodar’s signal limit frequency
modulation techniques, many high-tethnology advances associated with enormous increases in
computation speed and available memory have had relatively little direct impact on acoustic remote
sensing.

However, the principal elements of acoustic remote sensing continue to make it a useful, even essential,
tool for obtaining a better understanding of the physics of the lower atmosphere. The sodar’s “slow”
propagation speed provides relatively easy access to the region between 10 m and several hundred
meters above the surface that is often inaccessible to other instruments. This is the region of the
atmosphere where conditions often change radically with height, the “matching” region between large-
scale forcing and small-scale surface heterogeneities that can have large effects on human activity. The
atmosphere provides signals for sodars that are rich in content because the phase speed of sound is
dependent on the atmosphere itself and is tied directly to the atmosphere’s temperature and wind
structure. Hence, the signals from acoustic remote sensing instrumentscan provide boundary conditions
crucial for the proper operation of numerical models of the atmosphere whose output is becoming
increasingly important in individualand business decision making.

2. Education

Increasingly, both scientists and engineers are impatient with what appear to be puzzling results from
remote sensors. They rely on internal quatity control procedures developed by commercial entities to
provide unequivocal answers, in spite of the fact that such answers often do not exist. We live in an
environment full of ambivalence; the challenge (indeed, the “fun”)is to unlock the mysteries of the puzzle
and so increase our understanding. The sodar provides wonderful opportunities to better understand the
intricacies, shortcomings, and potential of remote sensing in general, and it can be a tool for the
widespread education of young (and old) scientists and engineers because it is inexpensive, available,
and sensual.

The sodar is sensual because one can see, touch, feel, and hear it. As an educational tool, this is
important. Being able to relate to an output “pulse”of energy through the sense of hearing (and feeling, if
one is so bold as to place one’s head in the main beam, or perhaps attend a rock concert) gives a
beginning student a point of reference that should not be underestimated. (In rare instances, such as
highly convective heterogeneous conditions, the returned, scattered signal can also be heard without
amplification [Martin, personal communicantion]). Coupled with a limited propagation speed, hearing both
transmitted and returned signals from a hard echo, for example, provides a relational basis for a student to
more easily understand the underlying principles behind atmospheric scattering. The student can
immediately understand the concepts of output power, pulse length, range, range resolution, scattering,
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and directivitywithout the necessity of visualizing a polarized electromagnetic pulse traveling at the speed
of light or radiationtransmittedto the surface from r@ecules in the atmosphere.

Because the propagation of sound in the atmosphere is almost entirely dependent on temperature and
winds, the scattering of sound energy is related to meteorological parameters familiar to scientists and
engineers with many backgrounds. The relationship between acoustic index of refraction and
temperature leads to the dependence of acoustic scattering on the temperature structure parameter and
then to a dependence on sensible heat flux (e.g., Tatarskii, 1961 Wyngaard et al., 1971; Wesely, 1976).
Sensible heat flux is a quantity to which most people can easily relate. The concept of wind shear and the
velocity structure parameter (and structure parameters in general) can follow quickly. The existence and
properties of boundary layers and turbulence are readily apparent from sodars, and their different
characteristics in stable and unstable conditions can be a valuable teaching tool when they are brought
directly to the classroom through use of a sodar.

The sodar can also provide hands-on experience to potential specialists in remote sensing. The problem
with “noise”sources takes on a special and very identifiableconnotation with sodars. Identificationof the
difference between acoustic and electrical noises, for example, and their effects on signal quality can be
made transparently evident by a simple rotation of the sodar antenna, a process that requires only a few
minutes. This type of rapid feedback to the student should not be underestimated. How many
prospective technicians and scientists have been lost because they felt confused and inadequate during
the initial stages of their education? Because the sodar is inherentlysimple, a stight rnodiiicationof a h~h-
fiielity sound system in many regards, making modificationsis relatively straightforward and educational.
A particularly useful example is the replacement of a single transducer-parabolic transmitter-receiver
antenna with a phased array. The concept of waves, interference, and side lobes becomes readily
apparent to the student without the necessity of a “leap of faith” that such concepts do exist. Finally,
because of the relatively small data acquisition rates necessa!y with sodar, signal analysis can be
accomplished at the software level rather than at the hardware level. For example, students can develop
fast Fourier transform methods or filter algorithms that can be implemented in real time as part of a data
acquisition algorithmthat is not an inaccessible “blackbox.”

3. Research

Regardless of the stunning successes of novel instrumentation in interrogating the mysteries of the
atmosphere, many vexing issues continue to provide rich opportunities for contributions from acoustic
remote sensing, either in a synergisticmode with other instrumentation,or as a stand-alone system.

3.1 Turbulence

The temperature structure function, CT2, a parameter of fundamental importance to a complete
understanding of atmospheric turbulence, is quantifiable directly by acoustic techniques (e.g., Neff,
1975; Coulter and Wesely, 1980; Weill et al., 1980). Although its relationship to the spectrum of
turbulence in unstable conditions over homogeneous terrain is well understood, the behavior of CT2in

stable, nocturnal conditions is not well documented or understood. The velocity structure function, CV2,
is also measurable by sodar techniques. These parameters are particularly accessible with bistatic
measurement techniques; although they are not often made routinely, the bistatic measurements provide
signals that are sensitive eitherto C? alone or to a combinationof C? and CV2.

The standard deviation of vertical velocity, crw, is the turbulence parameter most often associated with
atmospheric dispersion and diffusion. The sodar remains one of the most reliable methods for obtaining
this parameter atme the sutiace layer, where terrain and stabilityeffects often combine to cause complex
situations. The diurnal evolution of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is delineated by the depth of the
mixed layer. A critical element of the mixed layer is the depth of the entrainment zone at its top and the
strength of the capping inversion. The combination of crw,CT2, and CV2, evaluated by sodar in the
entrainment zone (either alone or in concert with other instrumentation),provides the potential for a better
understanding of the energetic and dynamics of the mixed layer. A better understanding of the
relationship between these terms and the capping inversion strength can, for example, help to evaluate
the relative amount of heat flux at the top of the mixed layer and at Earth’s surface. No longer believed to
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be constant (0.2), this ratio needs to be determined as a function of atmospheric conditions and surface
processes.

3.2 Complex Terrain

Atmospheric structure near the surface in complex terrain is an arena of research where sodars are
especially valuable. The effects of terrain on atmospheric dynamics can be particularly critical for large
metropolitan areas located in basins bordered by nearby mountains, such as Los Angeles, Mexico City,
and Salt Lake City (Doran et al., in press). Katabatic flow from the mountainous regions can help to stratiiy
the atmosphere above the cities and lead to confinement and intensification of air pollution episodes.
Because the sodar is easy to deploy and requires little power, it can be focated in the rugged source
reg”mnsof density-driven flows. A thorough knowledge of the contributions of such flow is becoming
more important as atmospheric chemists study the interactions of organic species emitted naturally from
biogenic sources with the anthropogenic emissions within the cities (Gaffney, personal communication).
The chemical evolution of products of combustion from new fuels in such environments is a complex
issue with far-reaching implications for both citizens and businesses. The chemical composition of the
urban atmosphere within such regions depends criticallyon the chemical characteristicsof the rural air that
“mixes into”the urban environment. Sodars can and do play an important role in defining the parameters
controllingthe mixing. Figure 1 illustrates such a condition north of Phoenix, Ariiona. Wth the extensive
mountain range to the north and east of Phoenix, a shallow drainage flow into Phoenix can be obsetved
regularly during nighttime. The converging flow from east and north, though shallow, can have a
significant effect on air quaiiiy within the metropolitanarea because of the large horizontal extent of the air
shed. Near-surface measurements of air flow become necessary information for the exercise of air
chemistry models in urban areas.
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Figure 1. Wind speed and direction profiles from combined minisodar (MS) and radar wind profiler
(RWP) instruments located approximately 40 km north of Phoenix, Arizona, USA. Note the drainage
flow from the north observed by the MS and the regional flow observed by the RWP. The drainage
flow originates in mountains approximately 100 km nodh of Phoenix.

3.3 Calibration and Evahatjon of Other Systems

As radar wind profilers (RWPS) and, to a lesser extent, Iidarsbecome more common and useful as tools for
measuring wind and temperature fields, the potential value of sodar measurements becomes more
important, not less, particularly as a “groundtruth”value for comparison and, indeed, validation of those
estimates. It is well known that RWPS often measure the speed of birds or insects rather than air in such a
mnvincing way that it is difficult to distinguishthe two. The sodar prov”desa method for evaluating the
likelihood of biological artifacts through examination of the time variation of reflectivity values. For
example, Fig. 2 shows the diurnal variation of the mean sgnal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of eodar and radar,
averagedoverthe lowestrangegates of each instrument. Note the sudden, very large increase in radar
SNR beginning every evening at 2000 hr, while the sodar SNR generally shows a normal diurnal variation
with maximum signals during the convective daytime period. In this case, insects or bats are suspected as
the cause of the sudden elevation in radar SNR. Such instancesappear to occur with radar data more
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Figure 2. Time series of SNR for MS (average through 100 m) and RWP (average
from 130 m to 700 m). Sudden onset of large RWP signals precisely at 2000 hr is
thought to be associated with insect activiiy near sunset.

frequently than was originally thought. In a more subtle application, upper range gates of the sodar can
be compared with the lowest range gates of the RWP. Fgure 3 shows such a comparison, which is
routinely available at the Argonne Boundary Layer Experiments (ABLE) facility (Wesely et al., 1997).
Note how the upper-range minisodar values provide a check on the lowest RWP range gates and also
that the RWP values at the lowest few range gates appear to be acceptable at the Beaumont (be) site but
not at the Whitewater (w) site.
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Figure 3. Combined wind speed and direction profiles from MS and RWP during nocturnal jet conditions
at two ABLE sites (Beaumont [be] and Whitewater [w]). Note the apparent problem with RWP values in
the fewest range gates at w site, but not at the be site, due to neatiy ground clutter at W.

A final example of a very useful comparison provided by sodars is in the estimation of convergence.
Several authors have attempted to estimate this quantity (Cifelli et al., 1996; Angevine, 1998 ) with RWP
systems with varying success. The major difficulty with such estimates is in the lack of a means of
verification. During daytime, however, one can make an add~ional, independent estimate with collocated
sodars. If the calculated divergence is linear through the mixed layer, then the value calculated with the
sodar array should agree with that from the RWP when it is scaled properlyby the height of the mixed layer
and the maximum height of the sodar data acquisition. Figure 4 is an example of such a calculation,
averaged during daytime over a 50-day period at the ABLE facility in Kansas, where minisodars are
collocated with wind profilers. The agreement is better than might be expected from prevailing estimates
of the accuracy of both instruments.
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Figure 4. Average verticalmotion,calculatedfrom a trikmgulararray of colbcated MS
and RWPS at the ABLE site. Values are averaged between 0900 and 1700 LST.
The large differences on days 170-172 are during periods of very strong winds in
the mixed layer.

4. Conclusion

The sodar will continue be a valuable tool for study of the atmospheric surface and planetary boundary
layer, particularly in combination with suites of other instrumentsto provide as complete an evaluation of
the atmosphere as possible. Thus, energy balances are not complete without a good knowledge of soil
characteristics, and air chemistry cannot be adequately understood without a thorough knowledge of the
source history of the air mass, including its place of origin. Acousticmeasurements have and will continue
to provide both a fundamental understanding of atmospheric processes and the ancillary supporting
measurements required for research and education.
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